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Abstract
This paper describes the nature and development of an undergraduate aircraft design course involving
students in US and UK universities working in an integrated team that models the international collaboration commonplace in the aerospace industry. The reasoning that led to this collaboration is outlined and
details of the organisation and management of the programme described. Observations from the three years
of experience with running the programme are made and some overall conclusions given. Some of the design
projects are illustrated including the readable aircraft design which won r.he 1999 2000 NASA FAA AGATE
National General Aviation Design Competition. The collaboration has been successful from an educational
standpoint and would serve as an-effective model that could be adopted by other pairs of universities.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, aircraft design courses at universities have attempted to simulate industrial design
practices. This has generally involved both the synthesis of students' knowledge in their core
subjects (e.g. aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, etc.) and a requirement to work in teams. Team
working is now regarded as an essential feature of all aeronautical engineering courses. Evidence of
this aspect forms part of the accreditation requirements for approved professional engineering
courses. In most universities the preferred way to meet - Ji requirements is to expose groups of
students to conceptual . 4 r: i preliminary aircraft design -\. In most courses this type -.»;" work
forms a compulsory part of the curriculum. A typical format will involve a group of third or final
year students from the same course meeting at regular intervals throughout the year to process the
design from initial specification to a preliminary detailed configuration.
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